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Editorial Policy

§ 1. Lecture Notes aim to report new developments - quickly, informally, and at
a high level. The texts should be reasonably self-contained and rounded off. Thus
they may, and often will, present not only results of the author but also related
work by other people. Furthermore, the manuscripts should provide sufficient
motivation, examples and applications. This clearly distinguishes Lecture Notes
manuscripts from journal articles which normally are very concise. Articles
intended for a journal but too long to be accepted by most journals, usually do not
have this "lecture notes" character. For similar reasons it is unusual for Ph. D.
theses to be accepted for the Lecture Notes series.

§ 2. Manuscripts or plans for Lecture Notes volumes should be submitted
(preferably in duplicate) either to one of the series editors or to Springer- Verlag,
Heidelberg . These proposals are then refereed. A final decision concerning
publication can only be made on the basis of the complete manuscript, but a
preliminary decision can often be based on partial information: a fairly detailed
outline describing the planned contents of each chapter, and an indication of the
estimated length, a bibliography, and one or two sample chapters - or a first draft
of the manuscript. The editors will try to make the preliminary decision as definite
as they can on the basis of the available information.

§ 3. Final manuscripts should preferably be in English. They should contain at
least 100 pages of scientific text and should include
- a table of contents;
- an informative introduction, perhaps with some historical remarks: it should be

accessible to a reader not particularly familiar with the topic treated;
- a subject index: as a rule this is genuinely helpful for the reader.

Further remarks and relevant addresses at the back of this book.
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Introduction

These notes originated in a one semester course given several times at

Duke University. Students were generally graduate students in mathematics or

computer science. They were expected to have a considerable degree of

mathematical maturity. While there were no specific prerequisites, it was

desirable that the student has some knowledge of elementary logic and computer

programming. To appreciate some of the applications, it was desirable to have

at least a slight acquaintance with some other mathematical topics, such as group

theory and Borel sets.

My main object was to prepare the student for studying advanced books

and journal articles in recursion theory. I therefore attempted to introduce as

many as possible of the topics which are of interest in contemporary research

without going deeply into any of them. One topic usually treated in the course

which did not make its way into these notes is complexity theory; I hope that

someone more competent than I will write an introduction to this topic suitable

for serious mathematicians.
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